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Topicality of the research: The usage of political terms is widespread in modern world. The development of international political relations between different countries demand a good translation of political terms.

Tasks of the research: the objectives are
• to give definitions to the concepts of "terminology", "term", "political term", "political language", "political terminology";
• to define main trends in modern terminological studies;
• to collect the corpus of political terms from the dictionary of political terminology in the English language;
• to analyze the ways of forming political terminological sets;
• to create the structural and morphological classification of terms;
• to categorize political vocabulary on the logical-semantic features.

Theoretical significance of this work is the further development of the political terminology issues, in particular, structural and semantic features of the English political terms and their logical-semantic categorization.

Practical significance of the study lies in the possibility of applying its results and the selected language examples to the courses of intercultural communication, linguistics, etc.

Results of the research: logical-semantic classification of terms and terminological phrases in English texts on politics and structural and morphological classification of terms